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Abstract
This short note exhibits an example of a Σ11-complete language
that can be recognised by a one blind counter Büchi automaton (or
equivalently a Büchi VASS with only one place).
In this work we study the topological complexity of ω-languages recog-
nised by vector addition systems with states equipped with Büchi acceptance
condition (Büchi VASS). This model corresponds, from the automata theo-
retic side, to the so-called partially blind multi-counter Büchi automata. As
noted in [FS14], this model is able to define languages that are Σ03-complete,
thus topologically harder than the languages definable by the deterministic
variant of these automata. However, this topological complexity does not rule
out the possibility of having a model of deterministic automata with a more
complex acceptance condition that would be able to capture the expressive
power of the non-deterministic ones.
The main result of this work shows that no model of deterministic ma-
chines with a reasonable acceptance condition can capture the expressive
power of the non-deterministic devices.
Theorem 0.1. There exists an ω-language that is recognised by a Büchi
VASS with one counter (i.e. with one place) that recognises a Σ11-complete
ω-language.
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The crucial difficulty in proving this result is the fact, that if a Büchi
VASS has only one counter, then its number of states bounds the maximal
size of an anti-chain of it’s configurations: every two configurations with the
same state are comparable with respect to the natural simulation order: if
c ă c1 then the configuration pq, c1q can simulate all the behaviours from the
configuration pq, cq.
To simplify the presentation of the proof it is performed in three steps:
first we provide an easy example of a Σ11-complete ω-language recognised by
a Büchi VASS with two counters; then we characterise a specific Σ11-com-
plete language (namely IFinf); and finally we reduce the language IFinf to an
ω-language recognised by a Büchi VASS with only one counter.
By the sole definition of the considered models (i.e. non-deterministic par-
tially blind multi-counter Büchi automata and Büchi VASS) all the ω-lan-
guages recognisable by these models belong to Σ11. Thus, our efforts focus
on providing hardness of the presented languages.
1 Preliminary notions
Büchi VASS A Büchi VASS (or shortly VASS, as we consider only the
Büchi acceptance condition) is a tuple A “ xA,Q, qI, F, C, δy, where:
• A is a finite input alphabet,
• Q is a finite set of states,
• qI P Q is the initial state,
• F Ď Q is the set of accepting states,
• C is a finite set of counters,
• δ is a finite transition relation, its elements are transitions pq, a, τ, q1q
where q, q1 P Q, a P A, and τ : C Ñ Z.
Without loss of generality we assume that the set of counters C has the form
C “ t1, 2, . . . , ku for some k (in this work 1 or 2). We visually represent a
transition pq, a, τ, q1q by q
a:
`
τp1q,τp2q,...,τpkq
˘
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ q1. We say that such a transition
is over the letter a. If A1 Ď A then q
A1:
`
τp1q,τp2q,...,τpkq
˘
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ q1 means that for
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each a P A1 there is a respective transition. Similarly, q
a
ÝÑ q1 and q
A1
ÝÑ q1
denote the respective transitions that do not modify the counter values (i.e. τ
is constant 0).
A configuration of a VASS A is a tuple pq, c1, c2, . . . , ckq where q P Q,
c1, . . . , ck P N, and t1, . . . , ku “ C. The initial configuration is pqI, 0, . . . , 0q.
We say that a transition q
a:
`
τp1q,...,τpkq
˘
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ q1 goes from a configuration
pq, c1, . . . , ckq to a configuration
`
q1, c1 ` τp1q, . . . , ck ` τpkq
˘
(note that by
the definition it requires all the numbers ci ` τpiq to be non-negative).
Let α P Aω be an ω-word over the input alphabet. A run of a VASS A
over α is an infinite sequence ρ of configurations, such that ρp0q is the initial
configuration and for every i P ω there is a transition of A over the letter
αpiq that goes from the configuration ρpiq to the configuration ρpi ` 1q. A
run ρ is accepting if for infinitely many i the configuration ρpiq “ pqi, . . .q
satisfies qi P F (i.e. it visits infinitely many times an accepting state). A
VASS A accepts an ω-word α if there exists an accepting run of A over α.
The language of A (denoted LpAq) is the set of ω-words accepted by A.
Topology We will use the natural notions of topology on Polish spaces.
By Σ11 we denote the family of analytic sets, i.e. projections of Borel sets.
Binary trees The binary tree is the set of all sequences of directions T
def
“
tL, Ru˚ where the directions L, R are two fixed distinct symbols. For technical
reasons we sometimes consider a third direction M (it does not occur in the
binary tree).
A set X Ď T can be naturally identified with its characteristic function
X P t0, 1u
`
tL,Ru˚
˘
. Thus, the set of all subsets of the binary tree with the
natural product topology is homeomorphic with the Cantor set t0, 1uω.
The elements v, x P T are called nodes. Nodes are naturally ordered by
the following three orders:
• the prefix order: v ĺ x if x can be obtained by concatenating something
at the end of v,
• the lexicographic order: v ďlex x if v is lexicographically smaller than
x (we assume that L ălex M ălex R),
• the infix order: v ďinf x if vM
ω is lexicographically smaller than xMω.
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Notice that, for every fixed n, when restricted to tL, Run, the lexicographic
and infix orders coincide. However, L ăinf ǫ ăinf R but ǫ is the minimal
element of ďlex. Both the lexicographic and infix orders are linear.
Fact 1.1. The order pT ,ďinfq is isomorphic with the order pQ,ďq.
Hardness In the following part of the paper we will use the following two
sets:
IFpre
def
“ tX Ď T | X contains an infinite ĺ-ascending chainu,
IFinf
def
“ tX Ď T | X contains an infinite ďinf-descending chainu.
Lemma 1.2. The sets IFpre and IFinf are Σ
1
1-complete.
Proof. Both sets belong to Σ11 just by the form of the definition. IFpre is
Σ11-hard by an easy reduction from the set of ill-founded ω-branching trees,
the proof is similar to [Kec95, Exercise 27.3].
IFinf is Σ
1
1-hard by a reduction from the set of ill-founded linear orders
on ω (seen as elements of t0, 1uωˆω). Let us prove this fact more formally.
Consider an element o P t0, 1uωˆω that is a linear order on ω (i.e. pn, kq P o
means that n is o-smaller-or-equal k). We will inductively define Xo Ď T
in such a way to ensure that o ÞÑ Xo is a continuous mapping and o is
ill-founded if and only if Xo P IFinf .
Let us proceed inductively, defining a sequence of nodes pxnqnPω Ď T .
Our invariant says that |xk| “ k and the map k ÞÑ xk is an isomorphism
of the orders
`
t0, 1, . . . , nu, o
˘
and
`
tx0, x1, . . . , xnu,ďinf
˘
. We start with
x0 “ ǫ (i.e. the root of T ). Assume that x0, . . . xn are defined and satisfy the
invariants. By the definition of ďinf , there exists a node x P tL, Ru
n such that
x ďinf xk if and only if pn`1, kq P o, for k “ 0, 1, . . . , n. Let xn`1 be such a
node.
The above induction defines an infinite sequence of nodes x0, x1, . . . Let
Xo
def
“ txn | n P ωu Ď T . By the definition of Xo the mapping o ÞÑ Xo is
continuous — the fact whether a node x P T belongs to Xo depends only on
oX t0, 1, . . . , |x|u2. Using our invariant, we know that the map k ÞÑ xk is an
isomorphism of the orders
`
ω, o
˘
and
`
Xo,ďinf
˘
. Thus, o is ill-founded if and
only if Xo P IFinf . 
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2 Hardness for 2-counters
In this section we provide an example of an ω-language that is Σ11-complete
and can be recognised by a VASS A2 with two counters. The VASS A2 is
depicted on Figure 2.1. Let A0
def
“
 
ă, d1, d2, |, i1, i2,`,´,ą
(
and let the
alphabet A
def
“ A0 Y t7u. The initial state is q0, the only accepting state is
qa. The only non-determinism occurs in q0 when reading ă — the VASS can
stay in q0 or move to q1. The only states that modify the counter values are
q1 and q2.
q0 q1 q2
qa
qr
q3
A0
ă
d1 : p´1, 0q
d2 : p0,´1q
|
i1 : p`1, 0q
i2 : p0,`1q
`
´
ą
ą
A0
7
Figure 2.1: The VASS A2 with two counters that recognises a Σ
1
1-complete
ω-language.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a continuous reduction from IFpre to the ω-lan-
guage recognised by A2.
Intuition An ω-word accepted by A2 consists of infinitely many phases
separated by 7. Each phase is a finite word over the alphabet A0. In our
reduction we will restrict to phases being sequences of blocks, each block
of the form given by the following definition (for n1, n2, m1, m2 P N and
s P t`,´u):
Bsp´n1,´n2,`m1,`m2q
def
“ ă dn11 d
n2
2 | i
m1
1 i
m2
2 s ą P A
˚
0 . (2.1)
Such a block is accepting if s “ `, otherwise s “ ´ and the block is rejecting.
If A2 starts reading a block and moves from q0 to q1 over ă then we say that
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it chooses this block. Otherwise A2 stays in q0 and it does not choose the
given block. By the construction of the VASS A2, in every run it needs to
choose exactly one block from each phase. Additionally, the run is accepting
if and only if infinitely many of the chosen blocks are accepting.
In our reduction we will represent a given set X Ď T by an appropriately
defined sequence of phases. We will control the set of configurations the VASS
can reach at the beginning of each phase. These configurations will form an
anti-chain with respect to the coordinate-wise order: if the VASS can reach
two distinct configurations pq0, c1, c2q and pq0, c
1
1, c
1
2q then either c1 ă c
1
1 and
c2 ą c
1
2; or c1 ą c
1
1 and c2 ă c
1
2. Each block in the successive phase will be of
the form Bsp´c1,´c2,`m1,`m2q for some reachable configuration pq0, c1, c2q
— this will be the only reachable configuration in which the automaton can
choose the considered block. After choosing it, the automaton will finish
reading the phase in the configuration pq3, m1, m2q.
Proof of Lemma 2.1 For the rest of this section we prove Lemma 2.1. Let
us fix a set X Ď T . We will construct an ω-word αpXq P Aω. The ω-word
αpXq will consist of infinitely many phases αpXq “ u07u17 ¨ ¨ ¨ , for un P A
˚
0 .
The n-th phase un (for n “ 0, 1, . . .) will depend on X X tL, Ru
n. This will
guarantee that the function α : 2T Ñ Aω is continuous. The proof will be
concluded be the following claim.
Claim 2.2. X has an infinite ĺ-ascending chain if and only if A2 accepts
αpXq.
To simplify the construction, let us define inductively the function b : T Ñ
N, assigning to nodes v P T their binary value bpvq:
• bpǫq “ 0,
• bpvLq “ 2 ¨ bpvq,
• bpvRq “ 2 ¨ bpvq ` 1.
Let b1pvq “ 2n ´ bpvq ´ 1 for n “ |v| (i.e. v P tL, Run). Note that for every
n P N we have
b
`
tL, Run
˘
“ b1
`
tL, Run
˘
“ t0, 1, . . . , 2n ´ 1u,
and both b and b1 are bijective between these sets. Additionally, if v ‰
v1 P tL, Run then either bpvq ă bpv1q and b1pvq ą b1pv1q; or bpvq ą bpv1q and
b1pvq ă b1pv1q.
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We take any n “ 0, 1, . . . and define the n-th phase un. Let un be the
concatenation of the following blocks, for all v P tL, Run and d P tL, Ru:
Bs
`
´bpvq,´b1pvq,`bpvdq,`b1pvdq
˘
,
where s “ ` if v P X and s “ ´ otherwise. Thus, the n-th phase is a
concatenation of 2n`1 blocks, one for each node vd in tL, Run`1.
To prove Claim 2.2 it is enough to notice the following fact.
Fact 2.3. There is a bijection between infinite branches β P tL, Ruω and runs
ρ of A2 over αpXq. The bijection satisfies that the configuration in ρ before
reading the n-th phase of αpXq is
`
q0, bpvnq, b
1pvnq
˘
for vn “ βæn P tL, Ru
n.
A2 visits an accepting state in ρ while reading the n-th phase of αpXq if and
only if vn P X.
Proof. Easy induction. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
3 Representation of IFpre
To construct our continuous reduction in the one-counter case, we need the
following simple lemma that provides an alternative characterisation of the
set IFinf . Let us introduce the following definition.
Definition 3.1. A sequence v0, v1 . . . P T is called a correct chain if v0 “ ǫ
and for every n “ 0, 1, . . .:
1. |vn`1| “ |vn| ` 1,
2. vn`1 ďinf vnR (or equivalently vn`1 ďlex vnR).
A correct chain is witnessing for a set X Ď T if for infinitely many n we
have vn P X and vn`1 ďinf vnL.
Lemma 3.2. A set X Ď T belongs to IFinf if and only if there exists a correct
chain witnessing for X.
Proof. First take a correct chain witnessing for X. Let x0, x1, . . . be the
subsequence that shows that pvnqnPN is witnessing for X. In that case, by
the definition, for all n we have xn P X and xn`1 ăinf xn (because xn`1M
ω ďlex
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xnLR
ω ălex xnM
ω). Thus, X has an infinite ďinf-descending chain and belongs
to IFinf .
Now assume that X P IFinf and x0 ąinf x1 ąinf x2 ąinf . . . is a sequence
witnessing that. Without loss of generality we can assume that |xn`1| ą |xn|
because for each fixed depth k there are only finitely many nodes of T in
tL, Ruďk. We can now add intermediate nodes in-between the sequence pxnqnPN
to construct a correct chain witnessing for X; the following pseudo-code
realises this goal:
n := 0;
i := 0;
while (true ) {
if (n > |xi|) {
i := i` 1;
}
vn := xiæn;
n := n ` 1;
}
Clearly, Property 1 in the definition of a correct chain is guaranteed. Let
i P N and n “ |xi|. By the fact that xi`1 ăinf xi we know that xi`1æn`1 ďinf
xiL. Therefore, for every n P N we have vn`1 ďinf vnR and if n “ |xi| for some
i then vn`1 ďinf vnL. It implies that the sequence pvnqnPN satisfies Property 2
in the definition of a correct chain and is witnessing for X. 
4 Hardness for 1-counter
In this section we provide an example of an ω-language that is Σ11-complete
and can be recognised by a VASS A1 with one counter. A1 is depicted on
Figure 4.1, it is very similar to A2. Let A0
def
“ tă, d, |, i,`,´,ąu and let the
alphabet A
def
“ A0 Y t7u.
Proposition 4.1. There exists a continuous reduction from IFinf to the
ω-language recognised by A1.
Similarly as before, we will use the notion of phases and blocks. Since
there is only one counter now (and only two letters modifying its value d and
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q0 q1 q2
qa
qr
q3
A0
ă
d : ´1
|
i : `1
`
´
ą
ą
A0
7
Figure 4.1: The VASS A1 with one counter that recognises a Σ
1
1-complete
ω-language.
i) we exchange the definition (2.1) by the following one (for n,m P N and
s P t`,´u):
Bsp´n,`mq
def
“ ă dn | im s ą P A˚0 . (4.1)
Similarly as before, we will take a set X Ď T and construct an ω-word
αpXq. This ω-word will be a concatenation of infinitely many phases
u07u17 ¨ ¨ ¨ . The n-th phase un will depend on XXtL, Ru
n. The configurations
pq0, cq reached at the beginning of an n-th phase will be in correspondence
with nodes v P tL, Run. The bigger the value c, the higher in the DFS order
(or the lexicographic order, as they overlap here) the respective node v is.
To precisely define our ω-word αpXq we need to define a fast-growing
functions: m : NÑ N and e : T Ñ N:
mp´1q “ 1,
mpnq “ mpn ´ 1q ¨ 2n,
epvq “ mp|v| ´ 1q ¨ bpvq for v P T .
Notice the following two invariants of this definition, for n P N and v, v1 P
tL, Run:
v ăinf v
1 ðñ epvq ď epxq, (4.2)
epvq `mp|v| ´ 1q ď mp|v|q. (4.3)
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We take any n “ 0, 1, . . . and define the n-th phase un. Let un be the
concatenation of the following blocks, for all v P tL, Run and d P tL, Ru:
Bs
`
´epvq,`epvdq
˘
,
where s “ ` if v P X and d “ L; otherwise s “ ´. Thus, the n-th phase is a
concatenation of 2n`1 blocks, one for each node vd in tL, Run`1.
To conclude the proof of Proposition 4.1 it is enough to prove the following
two lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. If there exists a correct chain witnessing for X then A1 accepts
αpXq.
Lemma 4.3. If A1 accepts αpXq then there exists a correct chain witnessing
for X.
Proof of Lemma 4.2 Consider a correct chain pvnqnPN witnessing for X.
Assume that I Ď N is an infinite set such that for n P I we have vn P X
and vn`1 ďinf vnL. Let us construct inductively a run ρ of A1 on αpXq. The
invariant is that for each n P N the configuration of ρ before reading the n-th
phase of αpXq is of the form pq0, cnq with cn ě epvnq. To define ρ it is enough
to decide which block to choose from an n-th phase of αpXq:
• if n P I then choose the block B`
`
´epvnq,`epvnLq
˘
,
• otherwise choose the block B´
`
´epvnq,`epvnRq
˘
.
Notice that by the invariant, it is allowed to choose the respective blocks as
cn ě epvnq. Because of (4.2) and the fact that pvnqnPN is a correct chain, the
invariant is preserved. As the set I is infinite, the constructed run chooses
an accepting block infinitely many times and thus is accepting. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3 Assume that ρ is an accepting run of A1 over αpXq. For
n “ 0, 1, . . . let pq0, cnq be the configuration in ρ before reading the n-th phase
of αpXq and assume that ρ chooses a block of the formBsn
`
´epvnq,`epvndnq
˘
in the n-th phase of αpXq. Our aim is to show that pvnqnPN is a correct chain
witnessing for X. First notice that by the construction of αpXq we have
|vn| “ n.
Clearly, as the counter needs to be non-negative, we have epvnq ď cn.
Notice that by (4.3) we obtain inductively for n “ 0, 1, . . . that cn ă mpnq.
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Therefore, we have
mpnq ¨ bpvn`1q “ epvn`1q ď cn`1 “
“ cn ´ epvnq ` epvndnq ă mpnq ` epvndnq “
“ mpnq `mpnq ¨ bpvndnq.
By dividing by mpnq we obtain bpvn`1q ă 1` bpvndnq, thus bpvn`1q ď bpvndnq
and vn`1 ďinf vndn ďinf vnR. Moreover, whenever sn “ ` (i.e. the n-th chosen
block is accepting) then vn P X and dn “ L. Therefore, as ρ chooses infinitely
many accepting blocks, pvnqnPN is witnessing for X. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
5 Concluding remarks and related work
The core result of this paper is a technique of encoding a Σ11-complete lan-
guage in a monotone way — Proposition 4.1.
The results of this paper were obtained independently from the recent
results of Finkel in which a family of 4-counter blind Büchi automata is ex-
hibited. The languages recognised by the automata from that family occupy
exactly the same levels of the Wadge hierarchy as non-deterministic Büchi
Turing machines (in particular there are such languages that are Σ11-com-
plete). The two results are incomparable, as the examples of Finkel involve
4 counters but instead inhabit much more Wadge levels than only Σ11.
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